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fhe purpose of this fctudy is to show the imm@T In 
which the c&mtf courts of Colonial Virginia tiamiiai 
orphans1 affairs#
the expansion of local gommmm% to Virginia an# the 
personnel an# functions of the county court were described.
In order to show the legal pattern established hjr 
the General Assembly for the courts1 handling of orphans,, 
the acts concerning the estates am# education of orphans' were discussed*
After am ejcaninatlon of toe routine of toe county coart sessions known as Orphans1 Coarts, it was found that 
the county courts diet not adhere strictly to the laws concerning orphans passed by the General Assembly,
She operations of the vestry were also discussed.It was found that the vestry generally placed orphans and other children who were public charges in homes which were similar to the ones they would have lived in had they been with their parents.
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The Hsgl&sti settlers In f|r§lnis were m% ell content 
to huddle together m  tie pemtaso&a at d&mestown# By l#Bt 
tie line of settlement Mi lengthened along tie fames Elver 
from tie falls to Hampton Beads*1 am wherever tie English- 
men went# a jmdlmsntary local court soon followed* So that 
those colonists farthersst from, fames tom could administer 
their legal affairs quickly and conveniently* the General 
Assembly la 1634 decreed that
there shall he courts keft once a month In the corporations 
of Charles City and Elisabeth City® for the decydlng of 
suits and controversies not exceeding the mlm of om  
hundred pounds of tobacco and for punishing petty offenses
By 1833 the three existing courts «** the Quarter or 
General Court at lamestom and th# two monthly inferior courts 
of 1634 *«■ were no longer sufficient*, the General Assembly 
created three new courts located at Aeeomac on the eastern 
shore of the Chesapeake.# at Warwick Elver# and at Warrosquoake 
and. established the jurisdiction of the inferior courts as
* • * the power to here and determine# all such suites .and 
controversies • * * as exceeds not the value of five pounds 
Stirling#$ .and-farther# that May take Into their cares#
0
a
matters of petty offenaea * the oox&artf&tion of the peace, 
the fillett gomwmmt and safety of the people there**
Concern for the accessibility of courts sad the
frequency of sessions mm not tm* It was part of thei
settlers* English She erode* nanprofesslonal,
infernal proceedings ef the ekriy colonial courts* however* 
bore little relation to those of the great bodies at West­
minster* Ihey were rather the direct descendants of the local 
medieval courts baron and leet with which the English settler# 
were most likely to have been familiar* these humble local 
bodies had brought Justice close to the Englishmen Just a# 
the county courts were doing for the, Virginia colonists
fhese local colonial courts were at this time properly 
called monthly* not county* courts because they antedated 
the formation of counties In firglnta* the geographical 
jurisdiction of the monthly courts was the precinct or 
corporation* a loosely-defined area which comprised several 
settlements# By 1634 the population of Virginia was 5,000*6 
and the area cf settlement had spread north to the fork 
Biver* south across the James* east across the Chesapeake * 
and west to the fall line*7 in order to handle legal affairs 
and maintain peace,* counties with well-defined boundaries 
replaced the §d hoc corporations^ it 1634 act of the Assembly 
established *8 shires which are to be governed as the shires 
in England** In addition to creating shire official# -h*
4
lieutenants, sheriffs , sergeants* and b&lllffs »• the act 
also mentioned "courts of shire," called their personnel
■* at*
"commissioners* (the name assigned to officers of the monthly
** ' ■' i \ \
courts), and raised the Jurisdiction of the court fro® five 
pounds (the legal limit In.the 1632 act) to ten pounds 
sterling*8 fhe Assembly obviously meant for the existing 
monthly courts to act as courts of shire*
Since "counties," "county court," "commissioners of 
county courts," and “sheriffs'* are mentioned In the statutes 
before the act of 1634 actually created the®, the act probably 
legalized an already-existing situation In which political 
units had grown up around the monthly courts and did not 
actually establish county government where It had not existed 
before.
In 1643 another act abolished the name "monthly court,* 
reduced the frequency of court sessions to six times a year, 
and changed the name to "county court,"9
Xn theory, the court*s jurisdiction was narrows It 
could hear no suit In excess of 1600 pounds of tobacco, and 
Its criminal Jurisdiction extended only to petty cases, which 
were those not involving the loss of life or limb m  punish­
ment* In practice, the Justices of the peace, or commissioners,
came to know intimately the people of their counties as they 
helped to solve minor legal problems and to settle petty
squabbles* An apprenticed orphan was taken fro® a wigmsker
s
who had abused him; Goody Cudgley was hauled m m m  the. creek 
behind a boat for slandering Goody Wilson; a elicit debt was 
settled!,a will was probated **■ the small § almost trifling 
matters of a simple rural society*, they were handled 
Immediately, cheaply and were hot years pending on the docket 
of a court miles away* Hie word Justice had form and content 
for the colonial Virginian*
Hie proximity of a court, the frequency of sessions, 
and a long heritage of local Judicial bodies did not automa­
tically produce justice*- toeye mm also a human element !b 
the equation* What -of the men who sat on the county benches ?
In the act of 163** the Assembly, knowingly or uhknow-*
/
ingly* set the tone for the selection of future justices, who
10were to be ntoe commanders of the places *** .long after 
Virginia p̂laces** ceased to haw commanders to the military 
sense, the most Influential men of the counties were still 
■the justices* they had the property, the. family connections, 
and the attitude, of noblesse oblige that were the hallmarks 
of toe Virginia aristocracy*
there seem© to be m  evidence that the calibre of men 
who occupied toe county benches diminished noticeably during 
toe colonial, period,* toe records of teoomao County , which 
date back to 1632, show that toe county's first Justices had
a great deal of property and influential social -and political 
positions*^ t b m  is no- question that the last colonial 
justices, those of the revolutionary generation, were the • 
most important men in the colony# George Washington, George 
Mason, Thomas Jefferson* and ifames Monroe, to name a few, 
were justices in Fairfax and■ Albemarle counties*^
Aristocracy retained control of the county benches 
because they were actually self-perpetuating bodies# In 
theory* the justices were appointed by the governor* In 
practice, the governor's seal was- often a rubber stamp, lls 
approval was often, a mere formality because the real choice 
of a new justice lay with the other justices* Hie governor 
allowed the justices to fill the county benches as they saw 
fit /because he was often not familiar with local -affairs and 
ctmM--trust, the' justices to choose men with whom they couli 
work easily* Since the job paid no salary and carried great 
responsibility* there- was little chance that base motives 
would cause other men to influence the justices1 choice*
toe Inhabitants of toe county- had no effective control 
over toe court either* Regardless of tot actions of toe 
court* toe freeholders of tot -county could not vote them 
out of office and replace them with m m  acceptable men* 
toe justices naturally felt toe pressure of public opinion* 
but, In the last analysis, toe county court could not be com­
pelled to act contrary to Its own will either by those beneath
7
It or those above lt*̂ s
toe drive for political power, the attitude of noblesse 
oblige* ana. the canons of a stratified society filled the 
county court benches with mn of position .and property# the 
Influence of the man to' the office and the influence of the 
office itself interacted, and one enhanced the other, toe 
Justice heM power totally apart from his office because of 
wealth, family connections, -and other offices# toesa, of 
course, gave his voice an even more authoritative ring when 
he spate’from the bench# toe office itself gave him prestige 
because the Justice helped choose the other county officials, 
wielded enormous power to burgess elections, and constituted 
part of the county’s governing body# toe combination man 
and office 'made the county court the ficus of much of the
political power in colonial Virginia */ *
toe mantle of this powerful and dignified office did 
not rest lightly on the ’’gentlemen justices*** toey often 
wore it awkwardly ani se If-consciously to the face of what 
they considered affronts to themselves ani the court* Despite 
what has been written' about the simple Virginia yeoman farmer, 
his bland acceptance of his lot to life, and his deference 
to his betters f he often caused trouble to the courtroom, 
disrupted its proceedings, and ruffled the dignity of its 
judges * In 1655 John Pigott of lower Norfolk county was 
required to pay a hogshead of tobacco because he spoke abusive* 
ly of the Justices* Five years later Philip Mogom was pro*
sumptous in throwing down on a table in the courtroom a pair 
of re®* bleeding hog*s ears, He was fined one hundred 
pounds of tobacco and eewsrely rebuked.14
Baw&y conduct was not the m£Lf way to undermine the 
dignity of too court# A, lawyer’s abstruse legal pleading 
was also an'affront* subtle, but biting nonetheless. If and 
large* toe Justices were; .not lawyers- -by education; consequent* 
if* they looked askance at anyone who paraded toe niceties of 
Coke .before' toe untrained bench* Quite understandably, they 
thought that their ignorance was being' exploited.^ toe- man 
who mystified the court often lost his case to toe one. who 
pled toe common sense of toe matter*
toe most eloquent testimony to toe colonial justice’s 
lack of legal training is George Webb’s widely-used book* 
top. .Office .and Authority. off...:..a:. Justice .of the Peace. this 
handbook, printed in Williamsburg in 1736, is a .justice’s 
guide.and glossary for his out-of^sesslon judicial duties» 
not a. manual for his use in the courtroom itself * toe author 
fulfilled his purpose, *to render it generally useful* 
instructive* and. easy .to- the unlearned reader, * * * 
providing? a plain and clear explanation of every difficult 
word, or tern in law*’‘I6 by the simple format and by lucid, 
detailed explanation of legal terms and procedures* toe 
book is arranged- topically and in alphabetical order* For 
example.., toe first entry is entitled ’’accessories11 and is
subdivided into "accessories before toe fact" and "accessories 
after the fact*" toes© ten® are defined * toe exceptions 
noted, and the punishment outlined*^ If a particular term 
involved some judicial procedure, toe procedure is clearly 
described. If there was a form ** a mittimus, warrant, or 
certificate of seinur© to be filled out, a- sample tom 
is provided to toe appropriate section* There is no legal 
theory.#- no reference to lawbooks, nor "affected quotations 
from men to foreign, languages It is a platoly-written 
guide, for laymen without legal libraries and years of train* 
lug . and because- of its wide use during, toe.'late colonial 
period, is a valuable commentary on colonial- Justice*.
to© attitude that- emerges from. Webb’s book is that 
toe ability to administer justice had little" connection with 
a thorough knowledge of legal technicalities and theory*
Governor william Gooch declared that toe courts were instituted 
'"to do justice to toe afflicted, to deliver toe poor out of 
toe hands of toe wicked* and to punish toe wrong doer*11̂
In New England Judge John -Dudley charge#, his court "to do jus** 
tie© between parties not by any quirks of to© law out of Got© 
or llaetetone- * * * but by -common senses between man and mm**®0 
the justices were appointed, not because they knew toe law, 
but- because they were toe principal gentlemen and property 
holders of to© county.. As .such-, they m m  in excellent poal* 
tions to administer justice and to handle toe business of toe
to
county* they understooi property and the miles concerning 
its administration* • Hi© justices were probably both credi­
tors and debtors since, in the one-crop# tobacco economy of 
Virginia | most people anticipated and over-estimated their 
Income and Hired on credit#- fhey imm the people of the 
county and, in turn, were known and respected by them* Pro­
bably most important, as planters, they were used to exer­
cising authority, over cithers* Hie plantation economy demanded 
and produced a catholicity of talents' in its leaders.., and 
these talents - were admirably suited to service on the county 
bench#
iwmm*
What sort of an institution was the county court, the 
body that .made Justice .accessible .and- served as an outlet 
for the (talents of the versatile Virginia gentry?
In the first plane, by no means* all of the court 
functions, were handled while it was in session*' Webb!a 
handbook Is not only a guide for ‘the Justices, it'is also
ample proof of their many out-of-session duties* By 1648
—   %
the pressure of rapidly filling court dockets was felt, and 
single magistrates were given/ increased authority' in petty 
cases* Sitting out of court, each Justice had the power to 
hear and decide, civil cases Involving.less than 800- pounds 
of tobacco and could commit, to prison anyone refusing to 














binding people -to keep the peace and issuing warrants for 
arrest and hue and ery*^ M l  of these were petty matters 
calling for immediate action rather than lengthy deliberation#
Secondly* when one la considering colonial county 
courts, it la dangerous to- draw' too close analogies with 
twentieth-century judicial bodies because the word "judicial* 
hardly serves as an all-embracing description of the Virginia 
local -court# Ihe order books and other court records clearly * 
show"'that they were executive, legislative# and electoral, 
as'well as judicial bodies ̂  local government was not handled 
by neatly separated, checked and balanced agencies# It rested 
almost completely with either the county court or the parish 
vestiy, bodies which manifested the English genius for local 
government until the Revolutionary fear of -unchecked institu­
tions .swept them aside*- #
rAs an’admihistrative-̂ exacutiTO body# the court handled 
the business and financial affairs of the county# -the 
justices ted to order, finance, and oversee the construction 
and maintenance of transportation facilities# which Included 
not only roads and bridges# 'but also the important inland 
waterways# She rivers'and streams of Virginia were the 
paths of commerce that bore tobacco to the warehouses and 
then to market; they had to be cleared .and kept' navigable*
All the necessary public building jails, court houses# 
and tobacco warehouses **■* were also the charges of the
M
justices*^'/
} the tax system devised and administered by the court 
■was hot the enlightened# progressive# and vastly complex one 
of the twentieth century# which ideally acta as a social 
leveller as wail, as a source of public revenue. Bach year 
the court prepared a list of ail the people to whom the 
county had become indebted la the past year an# then added 
up the total, county debt* the number of titMbles# all free 
male persons ever sixteen years of age* and all slaves oyer 
fifteen# in the county was then, divided into the aggregate
£5indebtedness in order to arrive at the per capita tax .rate.* ■ 
Bie court also acted as licensing body and, overseer 
of facilities m  for the public#- ihey license# ordinaries* 
bonded their operators# and'set the'fees' which they coal# 
charge* they also licensed ferries# approved all mill sites*, 
checked the scales and balances at the local warehouses and 
received annual reports on the volume of tobacco handled by 
the inspectors.^6 In these varied duties* the county court 
took on toms of the aspects of the quasI*legialative* quasi-* 
executive# qmsi* Judicial public service commission® of the 
twentieth century.
Since there were no popularly elected county officials* 
the court itself served as the- countyfs electoral body. It 
appointed the militia officers#, coroners.and inspectors for 
the county tobacco warehouses and suggested, to, the governor
13
anfl the secretary of the colony people to fill the offices 
of sheriff ana clerk of the court,®7
The 164® act of Assembly defined In a rather general 
way the county court's criminal Jurisdiction, as “the con- 
servatlon of the peace and quiet government of the people 
, , , such offences only excepted as concern the taking away 
of life and limb."26 All crimes except those committed by 
slaves involving the loss of life or limb were within the 
original jurisdiction of the General Court# the governor 
and council meeting In judicial session. These crimes were 
murder* treason, mutiny, arson, piracy, rape, and grand 
larceny.29 lesser crimes were heard and determined at the 
county level.
The record of typical criminal case in Aceomac 
county, reads*
For as much as It appeareth at this court upon complaint of Mr. fioblns and the testimony of 2 men upon oth that Mr. 
Groope did abuse Mr. Boblns In giving of him approblus words and told him he lyed, it Is ordered that the said Creep© shall ly neeke and hesles halfe an hour© and acknow­ledge his fault.30
"lying neeke and heales" meant lying with neck and heels 
together, obviously a painful and efficacious punishment. 
County courts were not particularly interested la criminal 
rehabilitation. They took the simple approach that one 
injury begets another. Punishments were Immediate, publicly
administered end usually painful on shaming. Few jail 
sentences were meted out (except for debtors), and offenders 
often found themselves stripped to the waist and smarting 
under "thirty-nine lashes well laid on,” sitting In the 
stocks* being ducked or dragged across a river-at the stern 
of a boat* acknowledging guilt before the congregation on 
Sunday or paying a fins,3* In the early colonial period* 
criminals sometimes had to perform some service for the 
county* In 1637 John fourth, guilty of some undisclosed 
crime, was ordered either to erect a new'pair of stocks or 
to pay 100 pounds of tobacco and to sit in the old stocks 
for so long a time as the court ordered*38 The crimes that 
resulted M  these punishments were drunkenness* fornication, 
Sabbath-breaking, hog-stealing, slander, minor theft or sub­
verting the tobacco market in any way (packing hogsheads 
with inferior tobacco, making undersized hogsheads or putting 
false bottoms in them).
The court did have original Jurisdiction over the 
capital crimes of slaves* This was done so that the:punish­
ment could be immediate and therefore exemplary to the other 
Negroes. Under a commission from the governor, the county 
court convened, usually twice a year, as a court of oyer and 
terminer with the authority to hear capital cases of slaves, 
These trials were usually conducted by the Justices without 
Juries,3*
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Even in eases when a petit Jury was net used, a grand 
Jury was common. Grand Juries worked closely with Hie church­
wardens In bringing people who broke the moral code •* adulter­
ers, drunkards, "common swearers," mid Sabhath-breakere —  
before the court for trial, they also presented those who 
had herns accused of capital crimes in the county to the 
General Court for trial and presented the county itself If 
it had failed to meet its responsibilities.35
:Presenting criminals to the General Court for-trial 
was done by the Justices, called into a-special Examining 
Court session. While county courts did not, according to 
the 1648 act of Assembly, have Jurisdiction over capital 
crimes, they did have the power to examine a prisoner who 
had been arrested for a crime triable at the capital. When 
a Justice had committed a prisoner for such an offense, he 
directed the sheriff to summon the Justices to meet at some 
date not less than five or more than ten days later. When 
the court assembled, the prisoner m s  examined, though not 
upon oath, witnesses against him were also heard, as were 
witnesses,in his favor* Th$ prisoner1# testimony and the 
depositions of the witnesses were recorded. . If it appeared 
that the crime had been committed by the prisoner, he was sent 
to Williamsburg for trial. If not, he was released. She 
function of the Examining Courts was to "sift out" cases before 
they were sent on to the General Court.
The county courts of Virginia differed from their 
English prototype in two civil functionsi It was a court 
of record for land conveyances, and it was a probate Court
I
for wills.^ In EuglaM $ M M  titles wtr# not matters of
public m m r & t  but in 'Virginia # wheib m m  M M  was being
rapldy settled * ill~&efi&e& boundaries and titles were
fruitful sourees of iitigsblen# a# land conveyances were in
the public records * fhe iiooassn courts at Canterbury and
York were- the principal courts of probate in England. Since
there was m  M & m m m  set in Virginia# the county court was
tbe feasible place of probate*^
Upon the death of one of the iaohabitants of the county,
the court would order a respected gentlesiaii (often a .member 
‘ • ' of the court) to make m  inventory of a®'estate «f the
decedent. He and two sureties were put under bond until an
|
accurate# Jitomised account of the estate was filed with the 
county clerk* If the decedent was Intestate# which’ meant 
that he had diet without making a will# the court appointed 
executors.
By the eighteenth century, probably the majority of 
civil cases had to do with financial involvement* In the 
case of debt, the court set an amount to be paid and a time 
limit to be met. Usually the payment was made on time because 
failure in this regard was followed by an attachment of either 
"the estate or the body* of the debtor.40
X?
The county court met in special session once a year as 
a court of claims. Any service performed for the county was 
presented for payment here. The person with the claim might 
have transported powder# captured a fugitive slave, or 
constructed a.public building, Tax grievances were also 
adjusted at the court-of-claims session,41
Birery county had its poor ant its helpless'* and they 
bad to ha supported* the operations of the county court 
and the vestry overlapped and shade# tot# om another in this 
area* it is impossible to mate a statement that is 'valid for 
all of Virginia' about the distinction, between the two bodies 
to, the field of‘poor'relief.* In some counties f .poor orphans 
were supported by toe vestry; to others* they were supported 
by the court* Hie same holds true for toe ill. and toe aged* 
this occurred because the two agencies consisted of many of 
the same people*, which facilitated informal agreements that 
differed from county to county* blurred toe distinction 
between toe two 'bodies- and let each county and parish handle 
poor relief as they saw fit.*
toe eighteento^century approach to toe care of toe 
helpless was a Judicious combination of humanitarlanism and. 
tightfisted shrewdness*, toe could not let another starve 
to death*, especially In. a small community where any poverty 
and starvation were obvious, and smote toe conscience* toe
10
might $Va&Xf not notice to london; not so in rural Virginia, 
the poor Had to Ho fed*. Hut taxes tod to to kept low; and so 
tto problem was to feed the needy with as little expense as 
possible#
the prevailing theory made this relatively easy, 
especially in the case of children* la mo bothered about 
cultural deprivation and the lack of advantages* .toe mast 
that could be hoped .for was that the poor child could to 
trained in accordance with his station, In life* Because his 
station required manual skills and not a literary education, 
to wap usually apprenticed to. someone who would support him 
and teach him a trade*
George tohb*s description of the churchwarden’s duties 
with .regard to orphans shows the interaction of court and- 
vestry and also typical arrangements for poor children .and 
orphans:
Churchwardens atoll annually give an account to the Orphans1 
■Court, of all poor children to their Parish, whose parents are unable to bring them up; Such poor children may, by the 
county courts be bound apprentices the lalee ’til 01, and 
female ‘til 18 years of age to tradesmen, or any necessaryEmployment*4*5
Different arrangements were made for orphans with 
property* Guardians were appointed, to supervise their eduea* 
tion and to administer their estates* toe guardians were not 
expected to pay for maintaining and educating: the orphans;
19
m o m y for that came from the orphans* ©states* The mxmtf 
courts were supposed to direct the guardians in the perfor­
mance -of their duties and* once each, fear at a regular court 
session called the OrphansT Court per© to examine the accounts 
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fHB LEGISLATIVE PAffBBM
toe laws of colonial Virginia provided for two classes 
of orphans;, those whose fathers had left the© enough property 
to live on ami those whose inheritance,. If any* was too small 
to support them*. She provisions of. an act of 1656 required 
that
noe accounts he allowed on orphans estates, hut the? to he 
educated upon the interest of the estate, If it will hears 
it, according to- the proportion of their estate* But if the 
estate he so mean-and inconsiderable that it will not reach 
to a free education then that orphan be bound to some manuall 
trade till one and twenty yeares of age, except some Friends 
or relations, be willing to keep them with, the increase of 
that small estate, without dimunltion of the principally which, whether greate or small allways m  returns to the 
orphan at the yeares appointed by law*4.
Asitearly .as. 1645.# the Assembly had found that ^Orphants 
of divers deceased persons 'have been very much abused and 
prejudiced' to their estates by the- negligence of overseer# 
and guardians of such-orphant#** In order to stop such 
abuses.| 'an act of that year required each guardian to pre­
sent an annual account and the courts to keep a separate 
register of orphans# accounts,* toe Assembly also ordered 
that .orphans be .cared for ̂ accordtog to the competence of
35
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their estate* and educated »in Christian religion sM in 
regiments of learning**^ fhus the act of 1643 bad set up
j
minimum duties for court and guardian* for the remainder 
of the colonial period, new laws were enacted when necessary 
to enforce the performance of the duties*
Site act of 1656 expressed the primary concern .in 
bringing up an orphan* that' he he educated according to his 
estate*® Legally that meant that the orphan with enough 
property to provide it must be given the rudiments of a 
literary education* Without the requisite property, he learned 
a manual trade-* Such arrangements befitted the orphan *s 
financial situation as well as his social position* the 
child who would eventually inherit a large estate and who4
could afford'a literary education received it, and the child
who would inherit a small estate or m m  at all and would
probably depend on his manual shills for his. livelihood
learned a trade.
fo enforce these, educational provisions, the General
Assembly# In. 1705 and 1730* gave the county court additional
powerss to make -rules and orders to- direct guardians in the
*performance of their duties and* if necessary, to remove an 
orphan from the custody of a delinquent guardian*®
toother .important concern of the Assembly was to 
protect the orphan4 a estate, in order to- guarantee that 
when ha reached his majority the child would have- at least
the property ttet'His. father had left him* th© tosabbly- 
Mi© it mandatory that- the orphan be maintained “with the 
therms© of that * * * ©state* without, ilmunition of the 
principal!* which whether create or small ellways to return 
to the orphans at the years, appointed by law***6 fb© act of 
1643 had attempted to prevent chicanery end ffilsnana&ement on 
the part of guardians*.̂  M  act of lift tried to guard 
against the negligence of the court*® Finally# an.net of 
1740 penalised negligent justices,^ Fro© the tone of these 
lews * It would amm that m w  orphans were-reaching their 
majority only to find their estates dissipated and them* 
selves without means of support*
Use practical way to insure the sound rmmgfsmmt of 
orphans* estates was-to force the guardians to post bond 
and to furnish sureties *•** counterslghatures on the bond#
She 1656 law for the securing of'orphans* estates provided 
that “the court take able and sufficient security for 
orphans estates and enquire yearly of'the security* mi if 
the court sees muse* to have It changed or called in and 
placed- as the court' shall 'think best# *. * *. *,fW
from the tone of later' lews* it appears that the 
justices either did not insist that guardians post bond for 
the property which they managed or that the bond they did 
post* usually a note against their own property* was l&suffl* 
cleat* Since many counties obeyed the 1643 law requiring
m
accounts of orphans * estates* mismanagement was easy to’ f ini 
and seems to have hem flagrant*
fit 1679 tpe Assembly tried to fore© the justices to 
ao their duty ana to require that head he posted* The act 
of 1679 reads
Be it •enacted by this present grand assembly* and the authority thereof* and it is hereby enacted * that before my order for 
administrations upon the estate of deceased persons (a) shalbe 
granted to Issue forth from the off ice * soe as letters of 
■.administration shall or m y  thereupon pass© and be signed by the justice© as by law is directed and en joyned # good 
security shalbe taken for the parties due administration according to law* And be it further enacted * . * that all 
justice© sitting upon granting- order or orders or administra­tion neglect to make order for security as Is before enjoyned
■to be taken.# shall thereby and for'such their neglect become 
Xyable to make good such estate, In case the same shalbe 
imbezelled by such administrator*, -ted it la also further enacted* that all justices of the peace stand enjoyned, and 
hereby all required before they signe letters of administra- 
tlon to demand certificate from the clerks that security 
is given according to law and duly entred upon record to 
the end all orphans# & c. way be secured in their ■©states# 
and the justices safe in- the due execution of their office 
and place©*3***
line xm raking' the justices liable for -losses that 
could not be recovered because the guardian did not give bond 
was re-enacted in 1705 and again in 1780.#*̂
Another way for the Assembly to protect orphans * pro­
perty was to make detailed laws for keeping the estates 
intact.* A 1643. law declared It to be the responsibility of 
all justice© to see
m
that m  land belonging to any orphan! * * * be alienated# 
sold, estranged, or taken up m  deserted by any person or 
persons during their minoritio* until three years after 
their full age* nor that they suffer nor’ any wals eomive 
all the overseers or guardians intrusted for orphants as aforesaid, do farm# sett# or lett to lease any tenements 
or lands due to such orphans for any longer term of years 
then $nt!l the said orphants shall come to age as
aforesaid*
Property other than land was often dissipated# not by 
poor management* but simply by time# Crops died# lumber 
rotted# and cattle grew old and useless*. To prevent Its 
being wasted# much of this perishable property was sold# 
and Its value was returned to the orphan when he reached the 
age of twenty-one* The 1730 met for securing, .the estate of 
orphans whose parents 'had died intestate provided for the 
sale of cattle and crops and the division -of the proceeds 
among the children*^ The county order books show clearly 
that as the eighteenth century' progressed# It became -a 
common practice for executors to sail part or all of the 
decedent *s property at public auction and to lodge the 
proceeds In the county clerk's office* Each orphan then 
claimed his share when he reached his majority or married.
Hie estate was# of course, 'not .making any profit* but the chili 
was sometimes apprenticed and not dependent on the proceeds 
of the estate for a living* In the case of children who were 
not apprentices f it was common to find that the principal was 
being diminished to support the chili*- Selling the estate 
simplified the guardian*© bookkeeping and relieved him of
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son* of the chores of his guardianship.
Orphans* account wore detailed re,cords of each orphan’s
i
property, which hid guardIan, according to law* was to extol* 
hit to the court ohm each fear at the session known as the 
Orphans* Court* The accounts were first required in 1643* 
whan the Assembly directed each guardian to "deliver m  
exact sceompt once eyerie year to the commissioners of the 
several! county''courts respectively'of the said estates ana 
of the: Increase and improvement* who are hereby required to 
keep an exact register thereof * « *
In succeeding legislation* the Assembly seemed to be 
concerned primarily with protecting orphans by requiring 
security* fheit* in 1730* the Assembly m * m phaslsed the 
need for accurate accounting in a law reading:
that wherever a guardian shall be appointed to any orphan* 
by the general court* or by any county court* such guardian 
shall* at the next court after such appointment, exhibit an 
account, upon oath, of all the estate of such orphan * * •
And the court shall* once every year compel ©11 guardians * * * to exhibit his account and state of the profits of the 
estate of such orphansf upon,his oaths an# such accounts to 
to be exhibited* shall be entered* by' the clerk* in © book 
to be provided and kept .for that purpose, only,M
In 1740; the law was made mom precise by designating 
August as the month in which the accounts were to be brought' 
to court and by directing that the justices examine both the 
accounts and the status of the securities# furthermoret
m
justices were empowered to change the orphan’s guardian of 
make new arrangements for the orphan’s education or the 
management-of his estate# Finally, delinquent justices were 
penalized with a fine of 5,000 pounds of tobacco.17 The law
*yawas re-enacted without comment on abuses in 1746.
The major legislation pertaining to the education of 
orphans and' the protection of their property was enacted in 
the years 1643, 1656, 1679, 1705, 1730, 1740 and 174B* In 
these hundred years, the Assembly established a pattern for 
the administration of orphans’ .affairs.# It seems., however, 
■that the county courts., while adhering to- the Assembly’s 
avowed purpose of protecting orphans* operated independently 
of the acts and that the Justices used their own discretion 
in handling orphans affairs. The tone of the laws hints at 
sueht the local records prow it.
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toe laws enacted by the M&mb&y established the
model for Orphans* Courts to Virginia hut loft the do tails of 
operation to’the discretion of the justice#*' fharefore* the 
day-to-day routine of the Institution cannot be extrapolated 
from the legislation that established it; the dally workings 
of the court can be uncovered only by examining the records 
of the court Itself*
Orphans * affairs w era handled at' toe local level by 
the county' court; consequently the county records are the 
major source of Information about them# tores types of 
records are needed to study toe operation of Orphans1 Courts* 
order books* orphans * accounts and will books*
Order took# contain the minutes of the county court; 
wills probated # children apprenticed * guardians appointed # 
debts settled *** all were recorded to the order hooka 
together with the court’s action to each ease* In short* 
these records reveal toe .routine of court business* and 
orphans * affairs constituted part of that routine*
Orphans* accounts are to© double^entry books of toe 
orphan1# estate kept by his guardian* to them# toe guardian
ax
m
Itemized and accounted for all money spent and noted the 
source and exact amount of all Income* These accounts show 
how people made and spent money In colonial Virginia and how 
fiduciary accounts were kept* The- presentation of the 
accounts in court 9 their examination by the justices * an#, 
the order to the clerk of. the court to record them, were 
note# in the minutes* hut. the documents themselves were kept 
in separate hooks*
$111 an# inventories were handle# in. the same- ways 
Their presentation in court* all court orders about the #is<* 
poeal of the estate an# the court *s final order to record 
the will were' -all note# in the order hooks* hut the will 
itself was recorded separately* Wills show haw property wa§ 
passe# from father to child an# are particularly valuable in 
case the orphan1© accounts are missing because they too deal 
with the child *s property* The will Is an important source 
of names an# 'family relationships an# supplier important 
reference dates* They make it possible to study the admintstra** 
tion of the property of entire ~ families of orphans*
The county records show the routine court action an# 
the documents 'involved 'in orphans* affairs* The vestry 
.records show how officials provided for the support and 
education of children who were public charges# She vestry 
books contain much the same infomtlcm about the operation 
of the vestry that the order books contain about the county
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court, the vestry met only twice a year, and one of the 
meetings was given over to calculating the per capita tax 
rate. Much of the information derived from the vestry hook 
is the-names of the people who were paid for keeping public 
charges and the names of the parish charges themselves, many 
of whom were orphaned children*
The most Important source of dates In a study Of local 
history is the perish register, which contains ell births» 
deaths, and baptisms in the parish.
since all of this Information was recorded in separate 
hooks and since time and chance and war have buffeted them 
for two hundred years, many have disappeared, leaving the 
county records of colonial Virginia Incomplete, She extant 
records of Princess Anm county, which are the sources used 
in this study, are wills, order books and orphans' accounts. 
The vestry book of Lynnhaven parish, which is conterminous 
with Princess Anne, is also extant. Of all the records that 
are Important in the study of orphans• affairs, only the 
parish register is missing,
While there will be no attempt to make this study of 
Princess Anne county valid for all of Virginia, the fact 
that it was typical of colonial Virginia was of some consi­
deration in choosing it. The county was rural, had many small 
estates and no great fortunes. In short, it was unremarkable 
In every way.
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An orphan'5 account was a detailed record of all dis­
bursements made for maintaining the child and of all the 
Income from his estate. Money was spent for food# clothing# 
education, medical ear® and the upkeep of the estate. Income 
usually came from hiring out Negroes, selling crops and 
renting plantation lends*
Often the income fro® an orpton*s estate did not 
cover the cost of rearing the child# and the guardian paid 
the balance. This was noted on the credit side of the 
account by the phrase# “balance in favor of guardian*® namg7»* 
followed by the amount of money involved* According to law, 
this loan could be paid back to the guardian' from the princi­
pal of the ©rpton*s estate. Presumably, the court could also 
order such expenditures stopped if they were repeated to the 
point that they threatened to dissipate the estate or if 
they permitted the orphan to live in a maimer that the 
Justices considered unsuitably extravagant.1
The guardianship arrangement and the financial situa­
tion of the orphan determined tha form and content of the 
account. If each child in the family tod a different guardian# 
then each child's account was kept separately, and the income 
fro® only his portion of the father‘s estate was recorded.
On the other hand, if an entire family of orphans tod the 
same guardian, their expenditures were recorded la one 
account together with the Income from their combined portions 
of the estate. Sometimes an orphan with a small estate was
m
bound to a master* who was also the administrator of the 
child *s portion, of the estate* In. this ease,* because the
child was an apprentice ond theoretically did not haw
/■
enough property to support himself* the account aid not 
show any disbursement for his maintenance.
the accounts of Mary and Samel Boush are examples 
of the most typical, type of orphan*® accounts* the records 
kept for only one chili by a single guardian* fhay were the 
orphans of Colonel Maeimiliaa Boush II*. who dlei in If SO* He 
had been a sheriff*1 a Justice* a vestryman* and a member of 
Princess tenefs wealthiest and most politically active 
family#^
Apparently Colonel Boush died very suddenly* intestate* 
and left a number of unpaid debts* the accounts of his 
estate were very confused* no one would administer it, and 
so the court ordered Colonel Booshfa entire estate except 
his cattle and Kegroes to be soli.* those were to be divided 
among his wife Elisabeth and his five children* Samuel* Mary* 
Elisabeth* Frederick, and Maximilian. After the division ofj
the estate* each child, had four cows* four negroes# and a 
legacy of approximately 4*150 apiece*^
Maximilian^ guardian was the Beverend Henry Barlow* 
who* made a special arrangement with the court whereby he 
supported the boy from the -labor of the four Begroes but did 
not have to submit regular accounts.4 Apparently Elisabeth
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and Frederick were old enough not to need guardians*
Samuel’s guardian, Colonel Jacob Ellegood, recorded 
tbe following account on October ?, 1741s
Mr* Samuel Boush, Orphan of Colonel Maximilian Boush, Deceased®
DR
1741
To cash pd Mr* Archibald Ihylor for sundry goods 
To cash pd U/f, Robert Todd for ditto 
To 14 yds / /for Negro girls 10/6, pd Capt* 
Bosly 14s.
To Mr, Grainger for 1 yr schooling 
To pd Capt. Keeling for making 1 Suit cloathes 
To ditto for nuking rest and britches To ballance due in last years account 
To 3 pr shoes 9s. 8 pr thread etchings, 8 yam ditto 12a.








%  cash of Mr* I©Hell for rout of th© plantation and aeg*
W*» Mj ^0//.. .Hi^ooi ae ft' eoeount R "
Mary1© guardianship was taken from fames Condon on 
Mlf 1, 1741*, and was transferred to ter mother, Ira* Blissa- 
teth Boush.^ On July 6* 1741* the following m m m %  was 
presented to court i
m
Mary Bough t m  Bvmrya from Fmrmry 5* X739 Juno S* 1741f
DR
to Z pr shoos 9/6* 6 y m  linen 10s * 1 quire paper
to 6 yds striped 16/31 S yds find linen 8s*
To 1 h*chief, I yd muslin 186* ,.i:r.;.r: 16/3
To 6yds striped  __ 16/3, lpr. shoes 4s.To 4*yds Tammy's 8/3- for quilting ls»
To 4tyds cottom 8/3, for thread ls»
To lpr shoes 3s. pins 8d. thread for stockings 18d, 
To making 1 gown 8/6, 1 wool for quilting Is.To IS mos* board
OS
By William Benson for hire of 1 Negro boy
By Robert Huggins for hire of 1 Negro wench
By Babson Whitehurst for ditto
By Col. Jacob Ellegood for ditto
By 12 months work of your Negro man
By cash of William Consolve for 1 mo. work of nsg.
1/ / 6 
18/3 18/9 






Xn these accounts, as in most of the others, a large 
amount of money was spent for clothes. The Boushes, like 
other children whose accounts are extant, had sizeable 
estates, had lived well, and had probably had handsome 
clothing while their parents were alive. Since her account 
shows an outlay for paper and none for schooling, Mary Boush 
was probably an older girl who had finished her education.
The income from Negroes did not pay all of her expenses, and 
James Condon did not make up the deficit probably because her 
guardianship was transferred.
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Samuel’s Income came from hiring out a plantation.
Since all of his father's land had been sold, instead of!
being left to his children*- he ana Goloiiel Ellegeod had 
probably used his portion .of the money left him by hie 
father to buy the §04 acres mentioned to the account. Samuel 
rented out the plantation* on which he probably kept tils 
Negroes and cattle, for 400 a year' and tried to lire on that 
income i but Colonel Ellegood had to pay the difference between 
, his income and what he spent*
Judging from these records, both, of' the'orphans lived 
comfortably and their estates were well managed. Mary1© 
legroes were hired out, and the" rent from Samuel fs plants* 
tlon was collected, fhelr guardians, no doubt, were close 
family friends, and1 both were capable and conscientious .men* 
All guardians were'not so conscientious as‘James 
Condon and Jacob Ellegood, and' all orphans were not so well 
cared for as Mary .and Samuel Boush* On June 7, l?3S« Bbeneser 
Stevens was accused of abusing his apprentice,.. Samuel Swell, 
and the court ordered that fthe be discharged from the laden* 
ture and deliver the same together with the said Samuel1© 
estate into the clerk1© office,1'8
On the same day St evens presented the following account 
of the orphan*s estate, which the court approved and ordered 
to be recorded!
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Debtor The Estate of Samel Ewell to Ebenezer Stevens^
1736
$o 1 bedd and rugg for the wench 
113?
To diyds ^ ^  for the wench 8/4, thriteakli^l/31 
To ■.. stock and, trousers for Negro boy 
To lpr britches for the hoy 3s*lpr stockings 1/4 
To 1 ditto for wench&froek for the beyTo four yds     for wench&making into cloth
To one britches for the boy To cash for Dr* Bamsey for apprentices legg To nurse him&attendanee for the .v. r: small pox 
To the same to her two children 'To nursing, the Negro boy of the same 
To- leavy for the Negro wench 
To keeping the two.children 
To frock and. trousers for the Negro boy 
To to* Bamseys bill for apprentices legg
Contra
1737/38

















This particular account represents a- different situation 
from that of the Boushes t Samuel Ewell was bound as an 
apprentice to Ebene&er Stevens, who was also the administrator 
of his estate* Such arrangements were made for orphans with 
estates not large enough to support them* but which had to be 
administered*- Theoretically none of Samuel*s money should
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have been spent on his own maintenance*5 Since he was .an 
apprentice and his master was benefltting from' his labor* 
Stevens should have supported him* In this account* however* 
Samuel’s medical expenses were paid from his own estate* if 
'Stevens was consistent in calling the slave * Negro boy,* in 
his account then nboyw would refer to Samuel.* and he was 
also faying for his own clothing, This Is highly likely 
because of the relatively large outlay for clothes* These 
'financial irregularities were* no doubt* part "of the court’s 
-complaint against Stevens.-, The apprenticed leg was serious* 
ly injured* judging from’the’doctor’s bin, If the injury
i
.resulted from Stevens’s negligence or "brutality* it was* of 
; coursbf ample' grounds for removing the child from his care,
•  ̂ Guardians could be chosen in any one of several ways* 
They could be named ..in the parents* will or by the court or 
chosen by the child himself« if he were old- enough. After 
the guardian was chosen* he had to post a bond with two 
sureties. This normally meant going to'the clerk of. the 
court and filing a note * counter signed by' the two sureties * 
against his. -own property., In order to' protect the orphan* 
the court did not Issue letters' of administration to the 
guardian until after he had .given security binding himself / 
to manage the child’s property weil.^®
-a
The ms tern of apprenticed orphans mem presumably 
chosen in any one of the three ways that guardians were 
chosen# After the master had hem chosen,; the court ordered." 
that the child he bound to him and that the master teach the 
child to read and write and also a trade* The transaction: 
was not complete until the prospective meter had gone to 
the clerics office and taken out an indenture* The order 
hook entry ordering Nathaniel Aehiss1 s apprenticeship to 
Killies* Martin is a typical ones
Ordered' that Nathaniel Aehiss he hound to William Martin 
who is to teach the said orphan to read end write and ‘the 
trade of house carpenter and Joyner and carry him to. the clerk’s office and take indentures to that purpose*11* ’
Guardians and. rasters {if the/apprentices had property 
that required administration) had to present the orphans1 
accounts to court once each year* Judging' from the dates on 
the entries in the account books, the Princess ..Anne Orphan’s 
Court was held in June Until 1740* when/the court changed 
the date to August in accordance witferthe act of the General 
Assembly*3̂  Almost all of the pre-1740 accounts bear June 
dates# Those which were not presented in Jum  had usually 
been brought to- court earlier in the year* After 1740, the 
August date was closely adhered tof although some guardians 
took advantage of the- one-month leeway that the Assembly 
permitted whm it directed the Justices to summon to the 
next court all those who had not presented their accounts in
4a
August.13
The procedure for presenting orphans* accounts to 
the court wak loosely defined by the Assembly to 1730, but 
the act left a great deal to the discretion of the Justices 
It simply required that the accounts be presented once a year 
and. recorded in a book kept for that purpose •only# Im® was 
the month that the Princess dnhe ■ Justices choose for receiving 
the accounts. The Justices in the county court generally 
were probably related In their attitude • toward orphans * 
affairs, because in 1740 the procedure for presenting accounts 
was spelled out very preelsly* All'Orphans*-'Courts were to 
meet in August, and Justices were to examine the accounts 
and inquire into the orphans.* estate and Into the financial 
status of the guardian and the sureties while the court was 
in session# It la altogether possible that before 1740, 'the 
busy justices often failed to examine the accounts before 
they were recorded by the clerk#
there is no evidence that the Princess Anne justices 
were 'lax about examining the orphans * accounts when they 
were presented# The endorsement at the bottom of all the 
accounts both before and after 1740 reads*# #lAt a court held 
the Jlay of the month?f then the above account was presented 
■in court and being' first examined' Is ordered to be recorded 
in. the book for that purpose#*
The justices of the Princess ton© county court, however, 
do seem to have been lax: to enforcing the law requiring
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guardians to present orphans* accounts regularly* In the 
five years between 1736 and 1741, twenty-seven orphans were 
assigned guardians, but records for only nine of these 
orphans are extant* It Is conceivable that the accounts 
were recorded In another booh and were lost, but it is also 
possible that they were simply 'never recorded at all#
Ihe extant record of the orphans * accounts does suggest 
that the justices were more scrupulous about presenting accounts 
when they themselves were guardians* As owners of a good deal 
of property, they were used to heaping accounts and were more 
efficient at bookkeeping than-many of their'neighbors, A© 
Princess Anne, '.like most other Virginia counties, was small 
and rural, people were familiar with one another *s affairs*
It was possible for the justices to cheek informally on the 
guardians, - which made It unnecessary to require the accounts* 
fhe purpose of the accounts was to protect the 
orphans* estates, but the justices apparently did not need 
them to detect mismanagement* Ihey could often depend on 
complaints from relatives instead* On fey 3, 1737, at a 
session of the-Princess Anne county court, the Justices 
heard the petition of Samuel Holmes, uncle of George Holmes,
Man infant that Sarah Holmes had wasted, cut and destroyed 
the timber from off the minor's land;** and ordered 1 that 
the said Sarah give bond and security not to cut anymore 
during, the minority of the said George and pay cost**1^
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fte court could ©Iso 'depend on churchwardens and 
vestrymen to report abuse of children and the mismanagement 
of their property*. Job Gashing* a vestryman, found that the 
orphans of Hebert Bichmond were in a wretched state and 
brought the case to court* The court ordered that the 
sheriff .summon William Richmond to the mart court to be 
examined concerning the condition of' the children*^ The 
date of the summons was December 8, 1737, At Its February 
£# l?38 session the cotart took the final action in the 'case*
On the petition of Robert Richmond f William Dale was appointed, 
his guardian#*^ aM  Elizabeth Richmond was bound to Patrick 
Brooks' and his ,wif© Ann* who were to have the labor of 
Eiizabethfs two Negroes in return for clothing her, *she 
being- at this time wry bare in apparrel*”18 there Is no 
extant record of a guardian account for any of these children* 
The law -was explicit- .in forbidding the support of 
children from the principal of their estate# but the Princess 
fern justices did not adhere, to the letter of the lew* 'At 
regular court sessions they often granted guardians the right 
to--use part of the fatter fs estate for .the support of the 
child* Dennis. Cannon*s four orphans were supported from 
1736 to 1744 from the principal of his estate, which, was 
lodged in the clerk1g office *; having - been sold* Almost -4*19 
was disbursed from the estate over a period of eight years 
for the children* A typical court order allowing the -clerk
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to give money out of the estate for the support of one of 
the children reads .* ft0n the petition of Hanfy Bauley ordered 
that he he allowed forty shillings out of the estate of 
Dennis Cannon deed*, for leaping one of his .children on 
year to this time.1**̂  the four Cannon children Bdw&rd, 
Dennis, Bargret, and Sarah —  had no guardian until 1743 
when William I&uley was appointed#^®
fhe Cannon children were typical Of such orphans in 
that they were teeing supported out of an estate which had 
been sold and the proceeds given to the clerk for the pay­
ment of debts and the use of the orphans# Hi© proceeds from 
the liquidated .estate were, of course, not income-producing 
property, and the only money available for the support of the 
children was the principal. Bo doubt the justices saw the 
absurdity of refusing the children their only means of support' 
other than public money.
George Harvey1© estate was also sold at public outcry.
He had three daughters, no guardians were appointed for the 
girls, and both the county court and the vestry became 
involved in making arrangements for their care# On April 7, 
1743, the court ordered the sale of Harvey*s estate. On 
October 14, 1743, the iynohaven parish vestry contracted 
with the Vvidow Dead, William Pead and Mary Badly to keep the 
daughters in return for payment out of their father’s estate*^®
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The vestry did this to keep the girls from 'becoming public 
charges *
Issuing -orders for money to be taken out of an .©state 
lodged in the clerk’s office was normally a function of the 
court# not the vestry* She vestry was responsible for 
supporting the poor but wanted to keep the parish levy as 
small os possible* VShon it looked as If someone might 
become a parish charge, the vestry .took-steps to prevent 
it*- This fact accounts for much of, the interaction between 
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*®Masea, lymhaven Vestiy Boole,
CHAPTER If 
TOE VBSIBSf
Every year* usually in October, the Eynnhaven vestry 
met to "ley the levy” or to determine the per capita tax rate
•«fc
for the parish# First# they itemised expenditures for the 
past years salaries of the minister# the clerk ami other 
parish officials; disbursements for- poor relief; mi the 
■cost of maintaining church property* fhm§ they anticipated 
the cost of may major projects for the next year; usually mm 
churches or buildings on. glebe property* the sum of these 
figures plus an additional 10 per cent to cover the cost of 
collecting mi handling the tobacco# which mm the currency 
in which taxes were paid# made up the parish debt for that 
year. In order to determine the per capita tax rate# the 
total debt was 4%vlied by the number of tlthables # or taxable 
personas all males of sixteen years and oner and legro 
mulatto mitt Indian women of fifteen years and over# AUmm 
and indentured servants were tlthables* but# while they wore 
counted In computing the tax rate# their masters <** not they 
themselves «** paid the tax# the Quotient derived from 
dividing the parish debt by the number of tlthables was the 
per capita tax rate#
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so
3he lists drawn op In calculating tbs tax rate consti­
tute the bulk of the extant Lynnhaven parish records and are 
the chief source of Information about the operation of that 
vestry. Each Its® on the list tells the name of the person 
to whom money was due, the amount, and how the money had 
been spent. She poor end the aged were often cared for In 
private homes at parish expense, tn these cases, the records 
identify the needy person and his keeper and tell how much 
the parish paid for his support and sometimes how long he 
was a public charge.1
She tax list of Lynnhaven parish for the year 1736
reads :8
At a vestry held for laying the heavy the 26th October 1736
Beverend Henry Barlow minister Col: Anthony Walke Church-Col: Jacob Ellegood wardens
Capt: John Moseley Capt: James Hlmmo Present say : John Boimey 
Capt: James Kempe
Charles Sayer Capt: Henry Moore 
mri John Gornto vestrymen
2he . . , parish . . . is . « . • Debtor 11. fobs:
lo the Reverend Henry Barlow Minister Convenient 16000$o tar: Ezra Brooke clark of the Church 1000To mr: William Keeling dark of the Eastern ShoreChapel 1000!o tar: Andrew Peacock clerk of the upper Chappel 1000lo Lawrence Dawley for keeping John Bishop 600














to Coekroft old for keeping Died wltehsrds child 400
to adam Tooly for keeping Demis cares child 400
fo John led for keeping another Said Cares children 500
to lire Etheridge for keeping Horseys ehils 600
fo Joseoh Harman for keeping' William Harveys chili 500
fo frauds Moseley for cleaning the Church &ea. 300
fo Mary Whitehurst for keeping Bachel Whitehurst chili 300to Thomas Moore for keeping Bdmond Ellegoois chili 
fo Thomas Cartwright for keeping franklins chili fo ftiom&s Moor for Heieif of his Sister Ann to this time
Brou^it forward 
to Charles sayer elark of the vestry &by account 
fo Thomas Cartwright for keeping toifainer while Salivatei
fo mr: Henry wooihouse for a leavy overcharged last 
yearto. maty Broughton for Beleif© of her 3 children f 
fo mary morris for keeping another Said Broughtons childrenfo Capt i James Condon for Insolvants per account
6 per Ct* for Collecting & 4 per Ct* for casque on 29718
Cn By 1327 fythables at 841 Bach 88611
fraction carryed to the county leavy 178 32689
According to one item m  the list, the vestry paid 
Cockroft DM 400 pounds of tobacco for keeping Glod Witehard #s 
child*. probably for one year# "Taken alone, such an entry 
reveals distressingly little about Coekroft Old, $U»d lltchard1© 
child, or the attitude of the lynnhaven vestrymen* There is 
no way to tell what type of household Did maintained t why he 
decided to care for the child, or even if he himself kept the 







not tell why the child m s  being kept* Bee he m  orphan or 
m m  his parents alive hut unable to support him? As so 
little is known about the chili and the type of home he was 
placed in, there is no indication of the vestry1© attitude 
toward the care of poor children or of how they were placed 
in foster homes*
The limitations of the parish tax lists are vast* They 
were not written for historians to use two hundred years later* 
They were sketchy accounts made for the use of local officials 
In a rural parish where everyone knew everyone else* ho 
identifying remarks whatsoever are usedi m  ages# no physical 
description, and no explanation of the condition of people 
Involved. Sometimes even first names were omitted*
In order to make them useful, separate entries on the 
tax; lists must he compared with One'another#, and the tax 
lists themselves must be supplemented with other local 
records# such-as order books, orphans4 account, .and wills*
For example# the single entry about Coekroft Old1# receiving 
money for keeping Glod lit chard1© chili becomes revealing 
only when it is correlated with other tax -list entries and 
other records*
Cockroft Old began keeping the Mtehard child in 1736 
and kept it until 1740# receiving a steadily decreasing amount 
of money each, year after 1787* The parish paid Old 800 pounds 
of tobacco in 1736 and 1787 # and the amount declined every
year until by 1 7 4 0  he received only 180 pounds of t o b a c c o  *3 
This decrease may reflect one of two changes * an increase in 
the value of tobacco or a decrease In the cost of keeping the 
child, perhaps because he was contributing in some way toward 
his own maintenance*
Only negative Information Is available about Coekroft 
Old, and so one can only speculate about his position in the 
community and his financial circumstances# His name does not . 
appear in the order books of the Prim ess tone court for the 
period, which means -he was involved in no civil suits, include 
ing litigation over property, ani received no orders or 
summonses from the county court* He was not a vestryman# a 
churchwarden, a Justice, or a burgess* Since he was politic 
eally inactive and was involved in no legal action over 
property, he was probably not one of Princess tone county fs 
major property owners*4
pocteoft Old was also, paid for' keeping four other 
parish charges and received a total of 8,215 pounds of tobacco 
for this service*5 He must have'offered to care for the poor 
and aged fairly often, and In 1748 he had three people in his 
boas at the sense time.6 Ihese Is bo evidence to prove the 
hypothesis, but Old might have kept the people because he was 
poor and needed the money*. There is, however, no record of 
Old himself receiving poor relief, so he probably was not 
destitute*
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Glod Wltehard, whether he was alive or dead* was 
certainly penniless* If ho were alive and 'had my property, 
he would have bean, forced to- support his child* If he were 
dead and had left an estate, his child would have been supported 
out of that money, . There is no record of a will left by 
Witchard or any, court orders concerning his estate* That 
might mmn that he was alive but unable to support: his child*
It aisght also mean that he had died in another county, or that 
he had died without leaving any estate* if 'ha did die in 
Princess Jbrne county, his family had enough money to bury 
him because the parish did not pay for his burial*
In short* it is likely* despite the lack of positive 
proof* that the ftitcfcard child was either an orphan or the- 
offspring of parents who were unable to support him and that 
he went to' live with Coekroft Old in a household almost' as 
poor as the one into which he had been born*
In 1738 Mary Whitehurst was paid 500 pounds of tobacco 4 
for keeping,Bachel Whitehurst *s child* Che tookBaehel's 
child in 1737 and kept him from'then until 1740.^ During 
that time, she was paid a total of 1,050 pounds of tobacco 
for his support*8 4 Princess Amo county court order of 
lay 4, 1744, allowed Mary 50 shillings per year for the 
schooling-of Barnes Whitehurst* an orphan who stayed at school 
and not in Mary*s home*9 She, a Id, not keep anyone other than 
her a m  family except in 1746 when she wps paid 400 pounds of
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1.0tobacco for keeping lary MeGlary* ■
4$ in the case of the Whitehursts, the vestry made 
.an effort to keep families together by paying relatives or 
even members of immediate families for keeping their own kin* 
It was. not at all unusual for a husband to be paid for oaring 
for his wife while she was under magical treatment,.' a brother 
for oaring for his brother,- and a mother for her child*5'3'
It was sometimes impossible for the vestry to keep a 
family, together and occasionally brother and sisters would 
be separated, for years. Denis Cares %  two children lived in 
two different households for $iz years ̂  leeplng - a family 
of children intact was particularly difficult if neither 
parent was alive (as was, perhaps the situation in the tores 
case) or if 'there were a. large number of children* Katherine 
Inowland was alive and apparently physically able to care for, 
if not support, her three .children until she .became ill in 
IV4S*13 Apparently no one was willing to accept the burden 
of a family of four, and so Katherine and,each of her three 
children were in different households from 1744 until her 
death in. 174? . Katherine died end apparently one of the 
children reached maturity that same year, and from then until 
1753* the ltaowland^ stayed with Cockroft Oid*5̂  4s soon 
as someone would keep them both, the vestry placed the Know* 
'land children in the same home*
Each year, as the population of the parish grew, the
W
tax.'list lengthened visibly! ana the parish debt increased* 
In X748 a lengthy tax. list reads
At a Vestry held far laying the leairy the 14th October 174£^6
Beimrend Henry Barlow .minister Col* .Anthony Walke Church*Col* Jacob Eliegood wardens
Mr* Job Oasklng *
Present Capt* James fitssno Mr* John Hunter Vestrymen
Mr* John Gomto Capt* James Condon
Hie Parrish Is * * »,*»-% * * % * % * * * , hr * .11 fobo *■
fo the reverend Mr*. Henry Barlow minister Convenient 16000
fo Hr. fhomas drainer Clerk of the Church' 1000fo Capt* William feeling of the Eastern Shore
Chappell 1000fo Mr* Andrew Peacock clerk of the uper Chappell 1000
fo the Colector for eonyentency of the ministers
tobos 4000
fo Adam fooly for keeping Dennis Cares Child 400fo fee Etheridge for keeping Horsey a child 400fo Francis Moseley for cleaning the Church BOOfo fhomas Moore for keeping Edmond Ellegoods child 400
fo- Capt. feeling for cleaning Eastern Shore .Chappell 100
fo Michael Fentrlss for keeping Aron 8uggfs child §00
fo William Oakham for keeping Bllsa, Oakha&s child 500
fo the Churchwardens towards building a Chapel atpungo iiaooo
fo .Arthur Bayer Clark of the vastly fa per. account ,480
fo Mary Morris. towards her relelf ’ 400
fo Henry Lamount per account:-- 180
fo John Ashby for-.keeping-his father fa -wires mother 500
fo Capt* James Condon for Insolvents 114#
fo Mr* George Bistort for -Ditto 1049 3/4
fo John Lamount for service done lichard Mams BBB
To Anna Williams for keeping Anna Moora 150
fo William c&rrell for keeping James James 300
fo Doctor, topper per account • 490-
fo Doctor Bobert Paterson per ditto 900
fo Worsell Alderso»' for. keeping fhomaa Berry to
this time 100
fo fhomas Cartwright for ffursing Francis Chtton §00
m
To Eliza* Harmon for keeping Baringtone child 
fo John Harvey towards ewe of M s  wife$ perCt. for accounting ft 4 near ct* for east on 
450S9i
Or: By 148S fythables O 86§ per pole 3T?68§ 
%  1334 Ditto ft 6 3/4 per ditto 116781 fraction left to county 1eavy 1891
the vestry paid thorns Moore, 400 pounds of tobacco 
for keeping Edmond fllegood’s child# ,Moore kept the Bile-* 
good child in his home for twelve years and received a total 
of 4,600 pounds of tobad̂ o for dpirig Skit
Hie case was certainly not typical because it was ua* 
usual for a child to be supported by the parish for such a 
long time. On the other tend, it fits, into the pattern, of 
mout of the lytemven vestry’s arrangements for children 
because the Ellegood child was not shunted from hose to 
home: he stayed in one household for the duration of M s
time as a public charge,
M  the case- of each of these children, Mod ftitchanft#o* 
Eachel Whitehurst’s, and Edmond Ellegood’s* one can assume 
that there was some reason that the child was not apprenticed,
fhey -were either too young or handicapped In some way which
made It impossible to bind them out, Edmond Ellegood’c child, 
who stayed with Hiomas Moore for twelve years* was not too 
young to 'be apprenticed* Perhaps he was either ill or 
deformed, though there was no entry which shows the county 






A child who was recorded as having been ill was le«w 
Xsdell’s child* Be was eared for by James Fentris to 1739 
ana in 1740 kept and finally buried by william Cianey.17 It
is possible that the Isdell child was also an orphan* In
April 1738, an orphan, James Isbell, son of Jamas Isbell,
deceased, end his mother and guardian, Barah Xsaell, were
sued for debt by Katherine Spiring and forced to give up their
house*1® ' Perhaps the deceased James Isdell mm the father
of the sick child, and the child was, indeed, an orphan as
well as being ill and a public charge*
"Barrington’s child1 for whose care the parish paid
Elisabeth Harmon boo pounds of tobacco In 174B mm probably
a bastard* On August 1, 1789, Christian Barrington had hem
presented by the grand Jury for bast&rdry*19 At the October
1739 meeting of the ires try, both Mary Seaiy and Willis
Nicholas were paid for keeping Barrington’s child and
for the next three years B&g&betfc Harmon was paid for his 
sicare-*
Hone of the local records discloses anything more 
about Christian Barrington or anyone else with that surname* 
Since there Is no record that her family was in the vicinity, 
it is possible that "she was a aewly^rriveb indentured 
servant, .among whom bastardly was common*
On Movember 7, 1739, at a session of the Princess Anne 
county court
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On the motion of the churchwardens that Peter Johnston stood charged with feeing the father of two base boro child- ren and that he had been required to give security which he In court refusedj therefore ordered that the sheriff 
take the said Johnston into custody till he give bond and security to keen the parish of Llnhaven indemnified from all costs and trouble on account of the said children according to lew.*5®
It is possible that Johnston was too fatter of Christian 
Barrington's child and also that of Illff Fentrls, who 
was presented hr the grand Jury for bastardly in December, 
1739, one year after her husband's death,23
Shoso were the only two recorded illegitimate births ' 
la Princess done county during the decade, 1736-1746. In 
the eighteenth century, lusty as it was, there were fewer 
cases of bastardry than In the seventeenth because the age 
of the mass immigration of indentured servants had passed.
The cases outlined la this section were handled 
differently In different counties of Virginia because the 
division of responsibility between the county court and the 
vestry varied froffieounty to county* In Princess Anne, toe 
county court handled orphans both with and without estates, 
so that the vestry had little to do with making the initial. 
arrangements for the care of healthy children who were 
physically able to be apprenticed* She vestry did support 
the infant, who was too young to work and who had no means 
of support, and the child who was too ill or weak to be 
apprenticed*
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3M s  distinction 616 not toM true for all of Virginia* 
In Petsworth parish* for example, the vestry apprenticed poor 
orphans^ and therefore had far greater influence in the ori­
ginal choice of guardians that did the hynateven vestry* who 
generally checked on the guardian one# he ted been named in 
court*
there la really m  need for nice distinctions, however, 
because the men Who sat on the county bench and the men who 
composed the vestry were often the mmm persons# She vestry** 
men ■and churchwardens who informed: the grand Jury of the 
mistreatment of an 'orphan were the same men who eventually 
removed, the child from his abusive master* Use Justices who- 
demanded a bond from the father of an illegitimate child were 
the same men who would have 'to add the child* s name to the 
tax list and find him a home if the father refused to support 
him*
In the final analysis, the administration of orphans1 
affairs did not depend on a set of coldly, efficient, neatly 
checked, well defined local institutions* Orphans1 Gourts 
developed from the lessons of practical experience and were 
shaped, .not. by a legislative pattern but by the needs of the 
children of a particular area* The justices refused, to 
■adhere rigidly to the laws enacted by the Assembly* for
SI
example* in. 1740* the law specifically stated that a justice 
who was- negligent In regaining orphans1 accounts was subject 
to a fine of ©*000 pounds of tobacco* let the Princess 
Mam justices* as far as the records show* continued to-be 
lax about requiring the accounts, They continued also to 
allow' the dissipation of the orphans1 estates when this was 
opmasly forbidden by law*
The records do not show that the justices were ever 
punished for breaking the law* this was the esse because 
the laws probably were not enforced* The tone of the lawn 
suggests that they were enacted only in response to ■loud 
complaints and that when complaints did.occur* the burgesses 
enacted new laws instead of enforcing the old ones*
As long as they were not accused of negligence* the 
justices were in no danger of having the punitive legislation 
enforced against them or of having new legislation emoted.
The county court probably acted in a. manner which would 
keep coiEplaints to a minimum! They toadied orphans1 affairs 
so that the orphans In their - particular county were well cared 
for* Mb the orphans * well-being did not always require strict 
adherence to the law* the justices acted* in orphans * affairs 
as they did' in other matters* Independently of the'laws 
'enacted,, by. the Assembly#
Only seven laws dealing with orphans* estates are ^
m
recorded for the century, 1645*174$, end there eie few omtof-'
plaints in' the county records* Obviously the justices mast
*
have teen handling orphans1- affair© wall* A large part of 
their success was due to their understanding of local 
conditions*. They knew the people, what kind -of homes they 
maintained and who would he a suitable guardian or raster 
for a particular child*
She criterion in choosing a home for an orphan seems 
to'have, teen its similarity to his parentis1, home# Oockroft 
Old kept Qldd Kitchard*s child* and ,Samuel Boush Hired with 
Colonel ̂ acoh Eliegood# Cuardlans and masters' were" often 
relatives or family friends, which insured that the child1© 
surroundings would te familiar to him* In raking these 
arrangements for the orphan1 a care# the justices assured 
that he would he kept and educated according to his estate, 
as the law prescribed *
The justices and vestrymen were concerned, with more 
than just the child fs property; they were also concerned 
with, his- health# education and happiness# these ratters 
could not be neatly pigeonholed and shunted to; one side 
■until the regular Orphans* Court# fhey were handled by 
every court and often by the Justices and vestrymen- out of 
court*
The care that these men took for orphans far surpassed 
the legal definition of Orphans1 Courts as the annual court
m
session held to examine guardians* accounts. If this had heen 
the content as well as the fora of the institution* orphans 
would have been neglected*' It was capable men acting out­
side the legal, limits of the court#, rather than the court 
Itself# which insured the well-being, of the fatherless#
FOOTOOSE83
chapter if1
%  person was usually kept for a year and If the 
record gives no specific length of tiro* one can usually 
assume that the payment was to cover his upkeep for a year*
^George 0* lason*. ed*f She..Colonial Vestry Book of.
7  1949) # gg-se. (Hereafter cited
as lason,
3Ihia,« 2G-28*
%his cannot he proved without referring to Princess 
Arms county qult^rent rolls for this period* which are not 
extant*




^Princess Anne County Records* Order Book #6* 173?*1?44#
287* (Hereafter cited as Princess Mm® Order Book)
l0T'ason, tointeven,yogf.ry Booh, 40.
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